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Abstract 
In this paper we present a new model checking algorithm for interval based timed 
structures and temporal logic formulas. Besides the treatment of time intervals the 
new algorithm leads to a significant performance gain compared to previous ap
proaches. 

For the symbolic representation we used extended characteristic functions, which 
are implemented by MfBDDs. 
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1 INTRODUCfiON 

State traversal techniques like finite state machine (FSM) equivalence checking (0. 
Coudert, C. Berthet & J.C. Madre 1990) and temporal logic model checking (J.R. 
Burch, E.M. Clarke, K.L. McMillan, D.L. Dill & L.J. Hwang 1990) have established 
themselves as the predominant techniques for hardware verification. This is due to 
the fact that they allow the fully-automated verification of systems. These can be 
of considerable size due to symbolic traversal techniques, based on the symbolic 
representation of state sets by characteristic functions and the transition system by a 
transition relation. Both may be represented efficiently using ROBDDs (R.E. Bryant 
1986). Moreover, mostly CTI.. as an efficiently checkable temporal logic is used 
(E.M. Clarke, E.A. Emerson & A.P. Sistla 1986). 

@IFIP 1997. Published by Chapman & Hall 
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Model checking can be seen as a more flexible technique as it allows the veri
fication of temporal properties, whereas FSM equivalence checking is restricted to 
showing that two sequential circuits behave identically. It is well suited for modeling 
and verifying fully-synchronous systems which usually require the verification of 
general safety and liveness properties of type "it always holds that. .. ", "sometimes 
it will happen that. .. ". Transition systems are represented by temporal structures. A 
prominent and widely used implementation of symbolic C1L model checking is the 
SMV system (K.L. McMillan 1993). 

For verifying real-time properties e.g in the domain of embedded systems, stan
dard model checking is less suited. There, quantized temporal properties have to be 
verified ("after 231ns something will happen ... ") and usually also the model of the 
implementation contains timing information like typical system delays etc. Although 
is is possible to transform these verification tasks to a standard C1L model checking 
problem in principle, run times and verifiable system size are often unsatisfactory. 
This is due to the fact, that standard C1L model checking algorithm is not well 
adapted to the needs of real-time verification. 

Thus recently, various efforts have been undertaken to extend the temporal logic 
and the proof algorithms to timed systems (i.e. systems containing quantized timing 
information). Usually this has been done by attributing edges of the transition system 
with delay times (in most cases natural numbers) and allowing quantized timing pa
rameters in the temporal operators (S.V. Campos & E. Clarke 1994), leading to C1L 
extensions like RTCIL (real-time CIL, E.A. Emerson, A.K. Mok, A.P. Sistla & J. 
Srinivasan ( 1992)) or QCTL (quantized CIL, J. FroBl, J. Gerlach & T. Kropf (1996)). 
To retain the efficient BDD representation, delay times were then represented by a 
binary encoding, added to the transition relation (S.V. Campos & E. Clarke 1994) or 
by representing all transitions with a certain delay by a separate transition relation 
(J. FroBl et al. 1996). 

Recently it has been shown that these approaches may lead to a counter-intuitive 
semantics of the underlying logic and that non-standard multi-terminal BDDs (MT
BDD) (E. Clarke, K.L. McMillian, X. Zhao, M. Fujita& J.C.-Y. Yang 1993, R.I. Ba
har, E.A. Frohm, C.M. Gaona, G.D. Hachtel, E. Macii, A. Pardo & F. Somenzi 1993) 
may be used to obtain a timed model checking algorithm (T. Kropf & J. Ruf 1997). 
However, this approach still had some deficiencies. Firstly, it was not possible to rep
resent time intervals in the timed structures, indicating that a certain transition can 
occur during a given time span. This is essential to model real systems where delay 
times can be determined only up to a certain degree of uncertainty. Secondly, the flow 
of time was modeled in such a way that time passes during the state transitions: After 
a new state is reached, the next transition has to be chosen instantaneously. Hence if 
time intervals are introduced to model uncertainness, then a non-intuitive two-pass 
decision has to be taken: First, the transition has to be chosen instantaneously and 
later, in a second step, a delay time within the interval of this transition has to be se
lected. Moreover this model of time flow leads to a complex representation of timed 
structures and to a complex and non-intuitive model checking algorithm. 

A more natural and convenient model of time has been proposed by R. Alur, C. 
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Courcoubetics & D.L. Dill ( 1990). There, time is represented by clocks carrying real 
numbers and time passed in the states. A transition is chosen out of those which are 
compatible with the actual clock values. Due to the arbitrary number of clocks and 
to modeling time by real numbers, the complexity for model checking is however 
exponential whereas the approaches based on a global time and natural numbers are 
as efficient as standard CI'L model checking (S.V. Campos & E. Clarke 1994, J. 
Fro81 et al. 1996, T. Kropf & J. Ruf 1997). Moreover, the former does not allow the 
use of well established symbolic state space traversal techniques. 

In this paper we present a new approach to timed symbolic model checking on 
interval based temporal structures. It is based on a refinement of the previously pro
posed MTBDD-based approach (T. Kropf & J. Ruf 1997), but using the time para
digm of Alur et al. Proceeding this way, a natural approach to handle intervals in the 
temporal structures as well as in the temporal operators is possible. The algorithm 
is simpler and easier to implement. Moreover, it is now possible to take benefit of 
the time representation in such a way, that the fixed-point calculations of the model 
checking algorithms are not based solely on unit-delay time steps. It is now possi
ble to identify the maximal possible "time jumps" for a certain temporal operator, 
significantly reducing the number of iterations. This leads to a considerable run time 
improvement. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, some basic definitions are given. Then a 
timed extension of CI'L is given, called Clocked CI'L (CCI'L). After the new model 
checking algorithms and some implementation details have been presented we show 
experimental results, demonstrating the efficiency of the new approach. 

2 BASICS 

2.1 Binary Decision Diagrams 

Symbolic model checking makes excessive use of Boolean functions. ROBDDs (R.E. 
Bryant 1986) are a compact and efficient representation of these functions. In con
trast to ROBDDs, multi terminal binary decision diagrams (MTBDD) (E. Clarke et 
al. 1993, R.I. Bahar et al. 1993) represent pseudo Boolean functions. These functions 
map bit vectors to a finite set of elements. 

Definition 21 (Pseudo Boolean Function) 
Given the set 18 containing the Boolean values {0, 1 }, and a finite set A of elements, 
then each function f : 113n ~ A is a pseudo Boolean function. 

Like ROBDDs, MTBDDs may be represented by directed acyclic graphs where the 
leaf values contain elements of A. 

There exists an efficient routine (applyl) to apply a terminal defined function to 
a MTBDD. This routine descend recursively the MTBDD graph starting at the root. 
If it reaches a leaf, the terminal transformation is applied to the leaf value. There 
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exist also an algorithm to recursively combine two MTBDDs (apply2) dependent on 
a terminal defined function. 

2.2 Extended Characteristic Functions 

Consider a set of elements S and a subset T ~ S. A way to represent this set is to 
use a characteristic function XT mappingS to 18, where XT(x) = 1 <=> x E T. Set 
operations like union and intersection can be performed by Boolean operations on 
the corresponding characteristic functions (J. Lipson 1981 ). 

Assume that every element in T ~ S has an attribute. Using the concept of char
acteristic functions to express attributed elements, we extend them as follows. 

Definition 22 (Extended Characteristic Function) 
Given a setS of elements, a set T ~ Sand a set A of attribute values. The extended 
characteristic function AT : S --t AU { .i} describing Tis: 

A ( ) . = { t if 8 E T and t E A is the attribute value of 8 
T 8 . _i if8f/T . (1) 

The definition of set operations on extended characteristic functions is done in a two 
step manner. In the first step the operator is applied to the set elements without con
sidering 'attributes. In the second step the operator is applied to the attribute values. 
The semantics of the second step is dependent on the attribute values. 

3 THE LOGIC CCTL 

CCfL is a propositional temporal logic similar to QCTI... However, CCfL allows 
intervals, both in the formulas and the timed structures. Furthermore, the concept of 
time progress differs from QCfL. 

3.1 Interval Structures 

For CCTI.. we use interval structures. Time progresses in the states of the structure. 
The transitions are labeled with intervals. 

Definition 31 (Interval Structure) 
An interval structure is a quintuple I= ( AP, S, T, Ls, LT ). 

• AP is the set of atomic propositions 
• S is the finite set of states 
• T ~ S x S is the set of transitions connecting the states. It is required 
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that every state of the structure has a successor. 
• Ls : S t-t p(AP) is the state labeling function, assigning atomic 

propositions to states 
• Lr : T t-t IN+ x IN+ assigns to each transition an interval with 

't:/(s, s') E T.Lr(s, s') = [a, b] and a ~ b. 

In this paper we have exactly one interval at each edge, however in principal it is 
possible to allow an arbitrary number of intervals on each transition. 

An infonnal description of the semantics of interval structures is as follows: 

Entering a state resets the clock to zero. The clock ticks, incrementing its natural number 
clock value. If the time of the clock lies in the interval of an outgoing edge, this transition 
may be taken. The actual state is left and the successor state is activated. This state change 
does not consume time. In the new state the clock is reset again. A state has to be left, if 
the clock reaches the maximum clock value of all intervals on the outgoing edges. 

u 0 2 3 4 

(') (!) G G I ) ,, 

j 
[1 ,3] I ) C) (?) ', 

Figure 1 An interval structure and a possible run. 

Example 31 Figure 1 shows an interval structure and a possible run through this 
structure starting in state u. The change from state u to state v could also happen 
at clock value two or four. The state u has to be left at time four, since this is the 
maximal clock value of the outgoing edge. 

We now formally define the runs through the interval structures. First we need to 
know the maximal clock value of a state which forces a state to be left: 

Definition 32 (Maximal State Time) 
The maximal state time is a function max_time : S t-t IN+ with: 

max_time(s) := max{c I Lr(s,s') = [b,c]}. (2) 

Now we associate states with clock values. 
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Definition 33 (Generalized State) 
A generalized state is a pair 9 = ( s, c) E S x !No where the state s is associated with 
a possible clock value c. The set of all generalized states is: 

G = { (s,c) I (s,c) E S x !No andO ~ c ~ max_time(s)}. (3) 

Since we restrict the clock in every state to a maximal value the generalized state set 
is finite. A run through the interval structure is given by: 

Definition 34 (Run) 
A run is a sequence of generalized states: 

r = (91, 92, .. . ) 9i = (si, ci) E G and for all i eithe1· 
9i+1 = (si, Ci + 1) and Ci+l ~ max_time(si) or 
9i+1 = (si-t-1,0) and (si,si+l) E T and a~ ci ~ b 

with Lr(si,BiH) = [a,b] 

We define a global time over a run. 

Definition 35 (Run Time) 
Given a run r = (g0 , 91, .. . ), the run time is defmed by the function run_time : 
G~ !No 

run_timc(go) 

run_time(9i+d 

0 

.- { run_time(gi) 
run_time(gi) + 1 

Example 32 The run of figure 1 is: 

if Bi+1 -:/= Sj 

otherwise 

r = ((u, 0), (u, 1), (u, 2), (u, 3), (v, 0), (v, 1), ... ) ...._...., ...._...., ...._...., ...._...., ...._...., ...._...., 
0 1 2 3 3 4 

The indices shows the run time of the generalized states. 

3.2 Syntax and Semantics of CCTL 

Definition 36 (Syntax of CCTL) 
Given the numbers m, n E IN 0 , the syntax ofCCFL is defined in BNF by: 

if>= AP I ...,¢ I if> 1\ if> I EG if> I E (¢ U¢) I EX[n] if> I EG[m,n] if> I E (¢ U[m,n] ¢) 

Definition 37 (Semantics of CCTL) 
Given the interval structure I= (AP, S, T, Ls, Lr ), a starting generalized state g E 
G and the CCTLformulas ¢, '1/J. We write g f= ¢for g,I f= ¢. 
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The standard CTL operators are included in CCTL, but they are defined over runs. 

g f= EX[n] f/J :¢> there exists a run r = (go, gt. ... , gi, ... ) with 
g = go s.t. gi f= f/J and run..time(gi) = n 

g f= EG[m,n]r/J :<:> there exists a run r = (go, g1, ... , 9i 1 ••• ) with 
g = 9o s.t. for all 0 ~ j ~ i : g; f= f/J and 
m ~ run_time(gi) ~ n 

g f= E (f/J U[m,n] t/J) :¢> there exists a run r = (mhgt. ... ,gi, ... ) with 
g = !JD s.t. gi f= t/J and for all 0 ~ j < i : g; F= f/J 
and m ~ run_time(gi) ~ n 

For the defined bounded EG operatOr the following corollary is valid: 

Corollary 31 (Equivalence of the Interval- and the Time Scope- Bounded Al
ways Operator) 
For all interval structures I and for all generalized states g in I and for all CCTL 
formulas f/J holds: 

I,g f= EG[m,n]r/J <=> I,g f= EG[m]r/J· (4) 

This means, that an always operator with one time scope is sufficient The definition 
of the eventually operator is given through: EF[m,n]r/J := E(trueU[m,nJr/J). 

The universally quantified operators are intuitive as in CI1... and are exactly defined 
in the technical report of J. Ruf & T. Kropf (1997). With these operators we have a 
powerful specification language for timed properties. 

Example 33 Some specifications: 

• A request is followed by an acknowledge not before 80 time steps but at latest 
after 100 time steps: AG(req-+ AF[so,loo)ack). 

• A request is followed by an acknowledge not before 80 time steps and at latest 
after I 00 time steps and there is no aclcnowledge before 80 time steps: AG ( req -+ 
A (-.ack U[so,loo)ack)). 

4 MODEL CHECKING ALGORITHM 

In this section we describe how we represent sets of generalized states and transi
tion relations. Based on these representations we then present the model checking 
algorithm for CCfL. 
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4.1 Representation of Generalized States 

In symbolic CTI.. model checking sets of states are represented by characteristic 
functions. These functions map states to true in which a certain sub formula of the 
specification holds. Using operations on these sets of states, the set of states in which 
the complete specification holds is computed. 

A naive extension to represent generalized states is to define a characteristic func
tion A : S x IN0 r-t 18 which represents a set of generalized states A through: 

{ 1 (s,c) E A 
XA(s,c) := 0 otherwise (5) 

This representation has the disadvantage, that every generalized state has to be treated 
explicitly. To avoid this, we use extended characteristic functions, where we group 
all generalized states together which have the same state in the interval structure. 
The extended characteristic function maps these interval structure states to the set of 
legal clock values. Formally we have a mapping A : SI-t p(IN0 ) with: 

AA(s) := {c E INo I (s, c) E A~ G}. (6) 

The bottom element (_.L) of definition 22 is represented by the empty set. The whole 
generalized state space (see definition 33) of an interval structure is given by 

Aa(s) := {c E INo I (s,c) E G} = {c I 0 ~ c ~ max_time(s)}. (7) 

In the remainder of this paper we write AA to denote the extended characteristic 
function which represents the set A. Furthermore we write A.p to denote the extended 
characteristic function which describes the sets of generalized states in which the 
CCTI.. formula¢ holds. 

We can define the intersection of two generalized state sets on these extended 
characteristic functions by: AAnn(s) := AA(s) n An(s). 

We write AA nAn for the function AAnB· Analogously we can define the union. 
The complement of a generalized state set is defined by: Ax(s) := Aa(s) \ AA(s) = 

AAnAa. 
The bar symbol represents the complementation. 

Example 41 The state space of the interval structure of figure 1 is represented by the 
extended characteristic function Aa: Aa(u) = {0, 1, 2,3,4}, Aa(v) = {0, 1, 2,3}. 

4.2 Representation of the Transition Relation 

We can represent a transition relation symbolically by the characteristic function: 
XT : S x S r-t 18. In the case of interval structures we also want to represent the 
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intervals on the edges. Therefore we could use a characteristic function XT : S x IN x 
IN x S t-+ 18 to represent sets of transitions and the corresponding interval information 
(S.V. Campos & E. Clarke 1994). Another possibility is to split an interval [m, n] into 
n - m + 1 separate edges and to use a representation for timed temporal structures 
with a function XT : S x IN x S t-+ 18 (S.V. Campos & E. Clarke 1994) or we can 
use arrays of transition sets (J. FroBl et al. 1996). 

In our approach we represent interval structures with extended characteristic func
tions similar to T. Kropf & J. Ruf ( 1997). We map transitions as pairs of states to the 
associated clock values with a function AT: S x S t-+ p(IN+): 

AT(s,s') = {c E IN+ l(s,s') E T 1\LT(s,s') = [a,b] /\a;:::; c;:::; b} (8) 

Example 42 The transition relation of figure 1 is represented by the function: 
AT(u,u) = 0.AT(v,v) = {1,2,3},AT(u,v) = {2,3,4},AT(v,u) = 0. 

4.3 The Model Checking Algorithm 

The model checking algorithm for CCfL follows the same principles as a standard 
CTL model checking algorithm. It constructs the syntax diagram of the temporal 
logic formula and starts to compute the sets of generalized states in which atomic 
propositions hold, i.e. it starts in the leaves of the syntax tree. With this information it 
steps up in the syntax diagram and again computes sets of generalized states holding 
more complex sub formulas. If it has computed the set of generalized states for the 
whole formula, it checks if the initial states arc members of this set. 

In the remainder of this section we describe the state set computing subroutines 
for every operator. In the following we assume that I = (AP, S, T, Ls, LT) is an 
interval structure and Aa and AT are the extended characteristic functions for the 
generalized state set G and the transition relation T as described in equation 7 and 
8. Furthermore rp and 1/J are CCfL formulas with the corresponding sets of states AlP 
andA.p. 

For the initial case of an atomic formula a we have to compute all generalized 
states g = (s, c) where the states is labeled with a. In terms of extended character
istic functions: 

A ( ) ·- { Aa(s) if a E Ls(s) 
a 8 .- 0 otherwise 

This mean that an atomic formula is true in all states of I which carry the label a, 
independent of the clock value. 

If the actual sub formula is the conjunction rp 1\ 1/J, we compute the set of gener
alized states in which this formula holds by: AIP"t/J := AlP n A.p. The negation of a 
formula can be computed by: A~IP := AlP n Aa. 

In order to find the generalized states holding the formula EX[t]r/J the algorithm 
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starts with the generalized states holding ljJ and computes with a backward traversal 
algorithm all generalized states which have a run, such that they can reach a state 
holding ljJ in exactly one time step. 

Example 43 Revisit the run of example 32. 

• Assume that in state (u, 2) ljJ holds. Then we obtain the state holding EX[1J¢ by 
decrementing the clock value, leading to state (u, 1). 

• Assume that in state (v, 0) ljJ holds. Since this state contains the zero clock value, 
we cannot decrement the clock value. We first have to step back in the interval 
structure. We compute the predecessor state in the interval structure and obtain 
the state (u,3). (u,3) and (v,O) have the same run time, therefore we take the 
clock predecessor of ( u, 3). This leads to the state ( u, 2). 

In general the algorithm has to take all runs into account. Hence, we need two func
tions for this traversal: a function which lets time pass and a function which computes 
predecessor states in the interval structure for a set of generalized states. 

The predecessor clock values of generalized states are the actual values minus one. 
The generalized states associated with the zero clock value have no clock predecessor 
(see example 43). The following function computes the clock predecessors: 

clock_pre(Aq,(s)) := {c- 111 ~ c and c E Aq,(s)}. (9) 

The result of clock_pre again is an extended characteristic function. 
The computation of transition predecessors is more complex. First we give an 

infonnal description of this computation: 

w'(') 

I) b) 

Figure 2 An example for the transition predecessor computation. 

In order to find the generalized states which have no clock predecessor but transition pre
decessors, we first have to select all generalized states with the clock value zero. 'Then 
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we select the predecessor states in the interval structure of these states. The question is 
now: what are the possible clock values of the predecessor states. Figure 2a shows a sim
ple example. All generalized states which contain the interval structure state u and have a 
clock value in the interval [3,4] and all generalized states which contain the interval struc
ture state v and have a clock value in the interval [2,5] are transition predecessors of the 
generalized state (w, 0). This leads to the transition predecessors of (w, 0}: (u, 3}, (u, 4), 
(v, 2}, (v, 3}, (v, 4}, (v, 5} or in terms of extended characteristic functions: A(u} = {3, 4}, 
A(v) = {2,3,4,5}. 
Since states in the interval structure may have more than one successor and since all 
the successors can simultaneously carry a clock value zero, it is necessary to add all 
possible clock values determined by all intervals at these transitions. This constellation 
is shown in figure 2b. The transition predecessors of ( w ,0) and ( w' ,0) are ( u,2), ( u,3 ), 
(u,4), (u,6), (u,7), (u,8), (u,9) or in terms of extended characteristic functions: A(u} = 
{2,3,4,6, 7,8,9}. 

To compute the transition predecessors we use a three step procedure: 

1. Extracting the states of the interval structure which have a zero clock value. 
2. Computing the predecessor transitions of these states. 
3. Combining all intervals on the predecessor transitions leading to the same pre

decessor state and assigning the result as extended characteristic function to this 
state. 

For this task we introduce three operators on extended characteristic functions. 

Definition 41 (Zero Clock Extraction) 
Given an extended characteristic function A representing a set of generalized states. 
The operator < > computes all states with zero clock values: 

<A(s)>:= { 1 if 0 E ~(s) 
0 otherwzse (10) 

The resulting function of the zero clock extraction is a characteristic function map
ping states to 1 if they contain the zero clock value. 

Definition 42 (Selection Operator) 
The selection operator · gets a source set and a selection set and returns elements 
of the source set dependent on the selection set. Given a source extended charac
teristic function A11ource which maps pairs of states (transitions) to all clock values 
of an interval and a selection function X select which maps states to 0 or 1 either to 
exclude or include the interval transitions of A11ource, we get in terms of extended 
characteristic functions: 

Asource(u,v) · Xselect(V) := { 0A ( ) 
source u, V 

if Xselect = 0 
if Xselect = 1 

(11) 
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Definition 43 (Extended Existential Quantification) 
Given an extended characteristic function A : S x S--+ p(IN) mapping transitions to 
all clock values of the interval. We define the existential quantification/or extended 
characteristic functions: 

3v.A(u, v) := U A(u, w). (12) 
wES 

The result of this quantification is an extended characteristic function which maps 
states of the interval structure to sets of clock values. 

With these new operators we can describe the transition predecessor computation: 

trans_pre(A.p)(u) := 3v.(Ar(u, v)· <Atf>(v)> ). 

Now we are able to define the predecessor computation for any time step: 

function compute.EX(n,Atf>) 
time:- 0; 
result:- AI/I; 
new:- trans_pre(Atf>); 
whUe(time < n) do 

od 

result~- clock_pre(new); 
new :- trans_pre(result); 
time :- time + I; 

return (result U new); 
end 

The other operators are realized by using the basic EX[n] operator. 

(13) 

• For the remaining temporal operators we need a more restricted EX111 compu
tation. Consider the run r = ( ... , (s, c), (s, c + 1), (s', 0), ... ). Furthermore, in 
the generalized state ( s', 0) a formula f/J holds. If we compute the generalized 
state with EXr11f/J we obtain (s, c). The (8, c + 1) state is only used as an inter
mediate step for this computation since there passes no time between ( 8, c + 1) 
and (s', 0). We further assume that in the state (8, c) also formula f/J holds and in 
state ( 8, c + 1) f/J do not hold. If we now do a fixed point step to compute the set 
EG[n]ifJ, we start with the states {(s, c), (s', 0)} and compute EX[1]¢J = {{8, c)}. 
This means that in the state (s, c) the formula EG[1Jt/> holds. But this is not cor
rect, since in the intermediate state ( 8, c + 1) ifJ does not hold. Therefore we have 
to restrict the transition predecessor computation to the formula f/J. We define a 
stronger tran8_pre computation: 

(14) 
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After the transition predecessor computation, we intersect the resulting set of gen
eralized states with the set A"' to traverse only intermediate predecessors holding 
1/J. Using this restricted computation in the compute...EX algorithm, we obtain a 
restricted EX(n1 operator. 
The unbounded EG and EU operators are defined by the recursive fixed point 
formulas with the stronger EX~1 operator: 

EG¢ 

E(r/>Ut/J) 

r/> A EX~l (EG¢) 

·- Exto1t/J V (r/> A EX~1 (E (r/> Ut/J))) 

(15) 

(16) 

• Because of corollary 31 we have to consider only the lower interval bound for the 
always operator: 

EG[o,n]r/> .- r/> 

EG[m,nJr/> ·- r/> A EX~l(EG[m-l,nJr/>) 

• The bounded until operator can be computed with the following recursion: 

E ( r/> u [O,O]tP) 

E (r/> U[o,njtP) 

E (r/> U[m,njtP) 

Exto1t/J 

.- EXto1t/J V (r/> A EX~1 (E (r/> Uro,n-l]tP))) 

.- r/>AEX~1 (E(r/>U[m-l,n-1JtP)) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

This computation starts with the set of generalized states holding t/J or states hold
ing r/> and which have a transition predecessor holding 1/J. The second line com
putes with the usual fixed point computation the set of states holding the until 
operator in a time scope of m - n time steps. Starting on these states we traverse 
m time steps backwards on states holding r/> to obtain the resulting state set. 

4.4 Multi Time Step Optimization 

The above formulas are well suited for implementations where the trans_pre com
putation takes about the same time as the clock_pre computation. But in general this 
is not the case, since the clock predecessor function works locally on the general
ized states while the transition predecessor function has to take the complete interval 
structure into account. 

If we have structures and formulas with large times, it often happens that a large 
number of time steps can be taken, before a new predecessor computation is neces
sary. The computation of the generalized state set for the formula EF[l20]a in the 
interval structure of figure 3 takes I 00 time steps after the first predecessor compu
tation before new transition predecessors have to be computed. 
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[100, 112] 

Figure 3 Many time steps can pass. 

Therefore we compute after every call of the transition predecessor function the 
number of time steps which can be done without a new transition predecessor de
termination. Every operator has a slightly different behavior with respect to the time 
steps which can pass. We describe the time step computation for the EX operator. 

For this computation we have to consider all states holding the formula ¢(A¢) and 
the new states computed by the tran8_pre function (An). Before we join them, we 
test how many time steps can be done without computing new transition predecessor 
states. We describe this computation in terms of extended characteristic functions. 

00 An(8) = 0/\ A¢(8) = 0 (A) 
a An(8) = 0/\ min(A¢(8)) =a 1\ (B) 

afO 
a An(s) = 0/\ (C) 

a= min{A¢(s)) 1\0 E A¢(8) 

time_steps(An,A¢)(8) := 
a An(8) =[a, b)/\ A¢(8) = 0 (D) 
c An(8) =[a, b)/\ a'= min(A¢(8))/\ (E) 

a' i 0 1\ c = min {a, a'} 
c An(8) =[a, b)/\ c = min(A¢(8))/\ (F) 

0 E A¢(8) 1\ An(8) n {0, ... , c} = 0 
00 An(8) = [a,b]/\c=min(A¢(8))/\ (G) 

0 E A¢(8) 1\ An(8) n {0, ... ,c} i 0 

A. If a state has no valid clock values and there is no successor which add new 
clock values, any number of time steps can be applied without leading to a new 
transition predecessor. 

B. If the minimum clock value of state 8 is a and no successor transition adds new 
clock values, then after a time steps a new transition predecessor computation is 
necessary. 

C. If there exists all clock values from zero to a - 1 in state 8 and no successor adds 
new clock values, then for a - 1 steps the predecessor transitions are always the 
same. Therefore a new predecessor computation is necessary after a time steps. 

D. If the state has no associated valid clock values but the successor transition add 
new values, then after a time steps a new transition predecessor has to be acti
vated, since the value a becomes zero after a time steps. 

E. If no zero clock value exists and the successor transition adds new clock values, 
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then after the minimum of the old and the new values time steps one clock be
comes zero and activates a new predecessor transition. 

F. If the old and the new clock values do not intersect or lie not directly after another 
and there exists a clock value zero, then for c time steps this state activates the 
same predecessor transition. 

G. If the state has a zero clock and the new added states lie partially or complete in 
the interval [0, c] then the successor transition always adds new values, such that 
always the same predecessor transition has to be activated. 

This function computes for all transitions at least one time step. If we extend the 
clock ..pre function such that it lets n time steps pass and adds before every time step 
the new states to the result, we can define the improved EX[n) algorithm: 

function compute..EX(n,Aq,) 
time:- 0; 
result:- Aq,; 
new:- trans_pre(Aq,); 
whlle(time < n) do 

od 

step:- min{ time..steps(new,result),n-time }; 
result:- clock..pre(result,new,stcp); 
new :- trans_pre(result); 
time:- time+ step; 

return (result U new); 
end 

4.5 Using MTBDDs 

A suited data structure for extended characteristic functions are MTBDDs. If we 
encode the states of the interval structure with Boolean variables, the MTBDDs map 
these encodings to integers. To represent transitions, we add a second set of state 
variables to the MTBDD to represent pairs of states. 

Since we have to handle sets of clock values, we encode the values by bit vectors 
in such a way, that every value has an associated bit. With this one hot encoding we 
are able to represent sets of clock values. E.g. the set { 0, 3, 4, 5} is encoded by a bit 
vector b = 0 ... 0111001, where the least significant bit encodes the zero value. 

With this encoding we can use the standard generic function apply! and apply2 
for MTBDDs to manipulate the clock values. E.g. the intersection of two extended 
characteristic functions AA and AB can be computed by: 
AAnB := apply2(bit_vector _and, AA, AB)· 

The clock_pre computation is a simple bit vector shift: 
clock..pre(AA) := applyl(bit_vector ..shiftJ"ight, AA)· 

For certain sequences of MTBDD operations, which occur frequently in the model 
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checking algorithm, we can use multi operational functions. E.g. in the t7·ans_pre 
computation we have a selection (multiplication with 0 or 1) followed by a pseudo 
existential quantification. These two operations can be done by one MTBDD pseudo 
relational product computation (similar to ROBDDs): 
pseudo_rel..prod(AA,AB)(s) := 3s'.(AA(s,s') · AB(s')). 

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section we compare the CCfL model checker to our QCTI.. model checker 
and to the SMV model checker. Note however that both the QCTI.. timed temporal 
structures and the CfL temporal structures have not exactly the same semantics as 
the CCfL interval structures, since they have no time free state changes. These time 
free jumps are not relevant in this example. 

To compare all approaches, we choose a scalable model. We decided to check one 
property of the priority inheritance protocol (Rajkumar 1989). For the modeling of 
this protocol, we used a time slice of 60 time units. All processes were modeled 
together in one timed temporal structure. The property we have verified is: 

P = AG(process[max].state = try -7 AF[7o]process[max].state = critical) 

This property insures that the process with the highest priority will enter the critical 
section at latest 70 time steps after the trial to enter. 
For an easier translation of the model to the different checkers, we have not used 
intervals on the edges. Also the specification contains no interval operators. 

a) runtime in seconds b) check time in seconds 
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Figure 4 Run time for the model checking of property P. 

Figure 4a shows the run times for all systems*. We additionally printed the CCfL 
model checker with and without multi time step optimization. Since the CCTL model 
checker uses also a new parser with an improved memory allocation and symbol 

• The SMV model checker works faster than showed in the paper ofT. Kropf & J. Ruf ( 1997) since we 
used a modeling of timed structures with en. structures which is more equivalent to ccn.. than to QCTI... 
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hashing, figure 4b shows only the checking times for the QC1L and the two versions 
of the CCIT.. model checker. The memory requirements for CCIT.. is similar to QC1L 
(T. Kropf & J. Ruf 1997). 

a) QCTL I CCTL(opt) b) CCTL I CCTL(opt) 

Figure S Comparison of the optimized CCIT.. version to the optimized CCIT.. ver
sion. 

The three dimensional plot in figure 5 shows the advantage of the multi time step 
optimization in comparison with the QC1L and the non optimized CCIT.. model 
checker. We checked the formula EX[n]a on random generated structures. The graph 
in figure 5b shows the quotient of the model check time· CCT L wit~ no o~ti~iz~tions 

· CCTL With ophmuahons · 
For all tested structures the plane is above the one plane, this means that the opti-
mized version works faster. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We introduced the logic CCIT.. which allow a comfortable description of time prop
erties. By using extended characteristic functions we presented the representation of 
state sets with associated clock values and the transition relation with interval edges. 
Based on these data structures we developed the new model checking algorithm. 

We introduced an optimization technique, which allows time passing without com
puting the transition predecessors every step. 

The use of extended characteristic functions allowed us to implement the CCIT.. 
model checker with MTBDDs. 

The experimental results showed the advantage of the new approach with regard 
to en. and QC1L model checking. We also showed the improvement achievable 
with the multi time step optimization. 
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